
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF FLORIDA 
 

IN RE: AMENDMENTS TO RULE CASE NO. SC19-1688 
REGULATING THE FLORIDA BAR
3-6.1,  

COMMENT IN RESPONSE TO PROPOSED AMENDMENT

Evan B. Plotka, a member of The Florida Bar, files his comment to the

proposed amendment to Rule 3-6.1 of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar.  

The proposed rule offers three substantive changes:

a.  Within subdivision (3), it removes the 3-year limitation on supervision

of former lawyers by lawyers that the former lawyer previously supervised.

b.  Within subdivision (d)(1), it removes “direct” and the explanation of

“direct” in describing client contact with the former lawyer.

c.  It adds subdivision (f) requiring active supervision of the former lawyer

by an active member of The Florida Bar. 

I offer this comment because I have regularly employed former lawyers as

paralegals in my office over the past nineteen years.   Through sharing experiences

and expertise, I have found that former lawyers tremendously assist me in representing

my clients at a price point my clients can afford. The hourly rates we charge for their

services are far below my own, all of which benefits the client.  I am keenly aware of
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my responsibilities as an attorney to properly supervise their actions and to ensure that

Rule 3-6.1 is followed.  These former lawyers have no access to and do not in any way

handle trust funds.  Clients with whom they encounter are informed that they are not

attorneys and that I am the one person in the office who can advise them on their

matters.

In more than twenty-five years of practice, I have supervised young associates,

law clerks, paralegals (certified and not) and former lawyers.  While I trained all of

the associates, law clerks and paralegals, the five former lawyers who have been under

my supervision  from time to time did not require training.  Their value to the firm

(and therefore to the clients) far exceeded what we hoped to extract from less

seasoned para-professionals in the law.    

As to the proposed amendments, I have no issue with the addition of

subdivision (f) and believe it quite appropriate.  In discussing this Rule change with

colleagues who, like me, employ former lawyers as paralegals, we believed it was

implicit in the existing Rule that the attorney who submitted the quarterly employment

confirmation letters to The Bar was, by virtue of the submission, responsible for the

actions of the former lawyer.

It is with the other two changes that I respectfully register my disagreement. 

As to the first change, the existing three-year limitation would preclude a former

lawyer’s supervision by a previous subordinate in almost all short-term suspensions,
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a practical desired result.  But there seems to be no rationale behind a permanent

prohibition.  The dangers associated with a subordinate supervising his or her now-

former lawyer supervisor would surely be lessened to the point of non-existence by

the time the three-year ban period expired.  A permanent ban of the sort proposed here

is simply not justified.  

This is especially so when one considers the case that served as the impetus for

this Court’s request to The Bar to consider revisions to this Rule.  In The Florida Bar

v. Boyles, Case No. SC17-364, the issue of a former subordinate now supervising a

former supervising lawyer did not exist.  The issue in that case involved a suspended

lawyer supposedly supervised by his lawyer wife, who worked for another law firm.1 

The suspended lawyer held himself out as an attorney and essentially continued doing

what he was doing before his suspension without any supervision at all. 

Understandably, this led to the creation of subsection (f) as necessary to ensure that

there is proper supervision of former lawyers working for licensed lawyers in the

future. 

1

Most troubling in reviewing the history of this disciplinary action is that
despite this Court’s order of disbarment to the suspended attorney in Boyles
for what was clearly the practice of law without a license, there was apparently
no action taken against his supervising attorney (his wife) who signed letters
to The Bar indicating that she was supervising her suspended attorney
husband but clearly did not do so. The wife’s Florida Bar profile indicates no
disciplinary action against her, yet she, as a practicing attorney, was in the
best position to prevent the violation of the Rules.
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And this is also the reason that I oppose the second and most troubling

proposed change of Rule 3-6.1 It would prohibit any contact between a former

attorney and any client.  Under the current Rule, my former lawyer paralegals could

sit in on a client conference so they could assist me in working on matters pending in

my office.  They have accompanied me to court hearings so as to assist me in the best

representation of my clients.  However, under the proposed change, none of this

would be permitted.

Currently, “direct contact” is defined in the Rule and it does not include the

participation of the former lawyer as an observer in meetings or hearings.  I request

that this part of the Rule remain unchanged.  

Attorneys in good standing are entitled to the trust of both The Florida Bar and

this Court to practice law properly and within the Rules.  I am responsible for the

actions of all of my employees, be they former lawyers or not.  I am responsible if my

secretary (who is not a former lawyer) improperly does something which violates the

Rules.  I am likewise responsible if I employ a paralegal who is not a former attorney

but who, by virtue of some paralegal education, feels that he can inappropriately give

advice to a client.  And I am responsible if I allow that same paralegal to handle trust

funds and something goes wrong.

More importantly, my use of former lawyer paralegals is a great benefit to my

office and, in turn, to my clients.  Allowing them to sit in on client conferences saves
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me the time of having to repeat what we both just heard.  Allowing them to sit with

me at hearings and trials gives us the opportunity to expedite the preparation of

necessary documents and to more completely research legal issues that arise at these

hearings and trials.  The clients benefit from lower costs (as the paralegals’ billing rate

is much lower than mine) and more proficiency.

A strict reading of the Rule would even prohibit a former lawyer paralegal from

answering a ringing telephone, thereby triggering contact with a client (or potential

client) in the most innocuous circumstance.  Strict interpretation perhaps would

require cordoning off office areas to ensure no contact between former lawyer

paralegals and clients.  To treat the former lawyer paralegal as an outcaste to prohibit

client contact while permitting client contact with a non-lawyer paralegal (who

perhaps has a criminal conviction which prevented Florida Bar membership from the

outset) or other para-professionals could create a toxic work environment among

different classes of employees with no legitimate protection to clients in particular and

society at large.  

In short, I am asking this Court to allow me the responsibility to supervise all

those who I hire to assist me in the practice of law.  I am asking this Court to trust me,

as one who has been licensed by this Court, to run my practice even if I decide to use

the services of a former lawyer, and to understand my obligation to protect my clients

from any wrongdoing by any of my employees, former attorneys or otherwise.  
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I concede what the former attorney did in Boyles was wrong.  Beyond that one

case, this Court has had no apparent issue enforcing the restrictions and prohibitions

of current Rule 3-6.1.  See, e.g., Florida Bar v. Bosecker, 259 So. 3d 689 (Fla. 2018). 

But, as the old adage goes, “bad cases make bad law” and the fact that the Referee in

Boyles didn’t see Boyles’s actions as wrong doesn’t mean the Rule as written requires

major revision.  If there was any confusion as to the responsibility of the supervising

attorney, the proposed change to add subdivision (f) would rectify that issue.

I thank the Court for its consideration of this comment.  Respectfully submitted

on October 31, 2019.

         /s/ Evan B. Plotka             
EVAN B. PLOTKA, P.A.
Presidential Financial Center
3837 Hollywood Blvd, Suite A
Hollywood, Florida  33021
Telephone (954) 334-7600
Facsimile (954) 334-7755
Pleadings@PlotkaLaw.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that a copy of the foregoing comment has been sent via email

this 31st day of October 2019, to Joshua E. Doyle, Executive Director, The Florida

Bar, 651 East Jefferson Street, Tallahassee, FL 32399, at jdoyle@floridabar.org and

eto@floridabar.org.

EVAN B. PLOTKA, P.A.
Presidential Financial Center
3837 Hollywood Blvd, Suite A
Hollywood, Florida  33021
Telephone (954) 334-7600
Facsimile (954) 334-7755
Pleadings@PlotkaLaw.com

By: /s/ Evan B. Plotka
Evan B. Plotka
Fla. Bar No.: 0005540
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

I hereby certify that the type used in this comment is Times New Roman 14-

point font and that this Brief complies with the requirements of Rule 9.210, Florida

Rules of Appellate Procedure.

EVAN B. PLOTKA, P.A.
Presidential Financial Center
3837 Hollywood Blvd, Suite A
Hollywood, Florida  33021
Telephone (954) 334-7600
Facsimile (954) 334-7755
Pleadings@PlotkaLaw.com

By: /s/ Evan B. Plotka
Evan B. Plotka
Fla. Bar No.: 0005540
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